MANIFESTO FOR WOMEN'S
RIGHTS IN SCOTLAND
HOLYROOD ELECTIONS - 6 MAY 2021

OUR AREAS OF

WHERE DO WOMEN'S HUMAN

CONCERN:

RIGHTS COME FROM?

SAFETY AND
PRIVACY IN LAW
HEALTH AND
BODILY AUTONOMY
FREEDOM OF
SPEECH AND
ASSOCIATION

This Manifesto reaffirms the sex-based human
rights

of

women

which

the

Scottish

Government must honour.
These

rights

are

enshrined

in

the

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination Against Women 1979,
the

European

Convention

on

Human

Rights and Freedoms 1950 and in the UK

FAIRNESS IN SPORT

Equality Act 2010.

ACCURATE DATA

International law creates rights for women on
the basis of sex[1]. CEDAW requires countries

FREEDOM FROM
MALE VIOLENCE
AND EXPLOITATION
YOUNG WOMEN
AND GIRLS

to take action to modify or abolish any laws
which discriminate against women[2], and to
take positive measures "to ensure the full
development and advancement of women...
on a basis of equality with men."[3]
We must all work to secure women's
human rights in law, policy and practice.

SAFETY AND PRIVACY

FREEDOM OF SPEECH

IN LAW

AND ASSOCIATION

Women have the right to single-sex

Women

spaces and services, as protected by

express our views in public and in

Women

private, whether in person or on

the
have

Equality
the

Act

right

2010.
to

expect

the

social

have

the

media,

right

to

without

harassment,

order

Women have the right to gather

maintain

our

safety,

privacy, boundaries and comfort.

together

for

cultural

or

facing

Equality Act will be upheld in

to

threats

freely

attacks .

and

leisure

pursuits and to organise collectively
Such spaces include toilets and

on political and social matters that

changing

affect us.

facilities,

accommodation,

dormitory

hospital

wards,
and

Women have the right to freedom of

refuges for women fleeing domestic

speech in relation to our sex-based

violence.

rights, to defend the gains made by

prisons,

rape

crisis

centres

previous generations of women and
to
HEALTH AND BODILY

advocate

for

safeguarding

measures for vulnerable women and
girls without risking the loss of our
jobs, places on university courses or

AUTONOMY

organisational funding.

Women have the right to choose the
sex of our healthcare practitioners
and to access safe abortion. We have
the right to be referred to in clear,
unambiguous

and

respectful

FAIRNESS IN SPORT

Women have the right to take part in
female-only sporting activities in

language.

order to maintain fairness and to
Lesbians have the right to define
ourselves as same-sex attracted and
to exclude male-bodied people from
our

social

activities.

and

organisational

protect our physical safety.

ACCURATE DATA

FREEDOM FROM MALE

Women have the right to robust

VIOLENCE AND

and accurate data based on the
objective category of sex .

Women’s experiences are distinct
from men’s in many aspects of our
lives,

including

housing,

employment,

healthcare,

crime

and

education. We need data collected
on

the

basis

understand

of

sex

and

discrimination

to

record,

address

and

the

disadvantages

women face, including the extent of
physical,

sexual

and

EXPLOITATION

Women have the right to live free
from physical, sexual or emotional
violence, or the fear or threat of it .

The laws and legislative processes
relating to violence against women
must be reviewed and must include
rape, prostitution, and other forms of
sexual exploitation.

emotional

violence against women. Such data
is also essential to allow us to
design,

implement

measures

to

consequences

and

evaluate

overcome
of

YOUNG WOMEN AND

sexism

misogyny.

the
and

GIRLS

Young women and girls are equally
entitled to all these rights. They

apply in all relevant environments,
including

schools,

changing

clubs,

facilities

sports,
and

accommodation, and in healthcare.
We expect action to be taken to
protect young women and girls from
the exposure to and the abuse of
explicit imagery.
REFERENCES

[1] CEDAW defines sex as the “biological differences between men and women.” (CEDAW
General Recommendation No. 28 para 5 - CEDAW/C/GC/28)
[2] Discrimination is defined as “any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex
which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise
by women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of
human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any
other field.” (CEDAW Article 1)
[3] CEDAW Article 2(f) and Article 3

WHAT CAN I DO?

Contact

your

candidates

and

election
use

this

Manifesto to talk to them – let
them know that these are your
concerns as a voter and ask
them about their position on
these points.
Attend online hustings – this is
another good opportunity to ask
candidates

questions

and

let

them know that women’s votes
depend on their responses.

The Scottish Parliament election will

Tell family and friends about the

take place on Thursday 6 May 2021

Manifesto and encourage them

and polling stations will be open and

to also talk to their election

safe to use. The deadline to register

candidates about their concerns.

to vote is midnight on Monday 19

Write an article in your local

April . If you prefer to vote by post,

newspaper. It can alert other

you need to complete a postal vote

voters

application form. The deadline to

to

the

Women’s

Manifesto.

apply for this is 5pm on Tuesday 6

Promote the Manifesto on social

April .

media.

Use

the

hashtag

#WomensManifestoScotland .

Sign up to take part in online
events like the BBC’s Scottish
Parliament election debates.
If you are feeling creative, write
the Manifesto points on pieces
of slate or wooden boards –
leave them in areas where other
people can come across them
and might feel curious to know
more about it.

WEBSITE

womenspeakscotland.com
TWITTER

@womenspeakscot1
Once you have had a reply from
candidates
or
attended
a
husting, let us know what their
responses
were
to
your
questions or comments.
EMAIL US AT
info@womenspeakscotland.com

